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Swedes in the 1860 Census 
of Suffolk Co., MA 
Nils William Olsson 
Our census enumerations during the past 200 years have become one of the 
most important primary sources for identifying our forebears. Every decade since 
1790 census takers have toiled valiantly to account for every man, woman and child 
residing in the United States. Beginning with the Seventh Census of 1850 the birth 
place of the person interviewed was also included, which of course became a great 
boon to those of us whose ancestors came from Europe or other foreign parts. 
Having said this, however, one must, in doing census research, be ever on the 
alert for errors, omissions, misunderstandings and yes - even a bit of skulduggery. 
The recent experience as our country struggled with the 1990 Census underlines the 
awesome task of counting everyone at one particular time. When we perceive how 
difficult it is to conduct a survey of this type in an age of modern communications, it 
is easy to understand that our early enumerators were handicapped by not having 
access to modern technology. 
If researchers are mindful of the pitfalls which exist in these census records 
they can make good use of its rich material by correlating the data with 
contemporary sources. An example of this method is the presentation below of the 
Swedes who resided in Suffolk Co., Massachusetts according to the Eighth Census 
of 1860. Here it has been possible to identify a number of Swedes listed there by 
comparing the findings with such sources as the Boston city directories, ships' 
manifests, state and federal naturalization records, parish records as well as 
material reposing in Swedish archives, in addition, of course, to printed 
genealogies. 
There are of course name mysteries which never will be solved. The Swedish 
naming system of using patronymics (-son names) poses problems when trying to 
differentiate between two individuals with identical names. The frequent habit of 
scrapping one's patronymic for a Swedish-sounding surname upon arrival in the 
U.S. complicates the process and the total disregard for national identity with 
which Swedish seafaring men in Boston ditched their surnames for simple English 
names like Brown, Smith, Thompson and Wilson. This last category is the most 
difficult of all to crack. It is only where we have access to the person's birth data, as 
in the case of Henry Lawrence Bailey, that thanks to Thord Bylund of the District 
Archives in Harnosand we learn that Bailey's original name was Lars Eriksson 
Stenlund. 
The material used in this effort was taken from the Eighth Census for 
Massachusetts, Microcopy #653, Roll No. 520. 
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~ Dwelling Family Real Personal "' QC Page No. No. Name Age Sex Occupation Property Property Native :l; 
"' Q. 
First Ward of Boston I June 1860 ;;;· 
=-
3 4 Charles G.D. Swineburg 1 34 M Salesman Baden-Sw. > 3 
26 June "' :!. 
153 539 1219 Emely Jeurling2 8 F Servant Sweden 
.., 
.. 
= Worked at the res. of Josiah G. C'l 
"' LovelP = 
"' ., 
30 June 0 
"" 192 726 1503 Erick M. Sodenberg4 37 M Tailor Gottenberg, Sw. ~ 
Sarah Sodenberg 32 F Gottenberg, Sw. 
Josephine W. Sodenberg 10 F Gotten berg, Sw. • 
Albertina Sodenberg 7 F Boston, MA* 
Jane H. Sodenberg 4 F Boston, MA 
Sarah Sodenberg 2/12 F Boston, MA 
193 734 1512 Frank C. Strongburg5 40 M Merchant $5,000 $3,000 Stockholm, Sw. 
Louisa Strongburg 40 F Stockholm, Sw. 
Alfred Strongburg 14 M Stockholm, Sw. 
734 1513 Christian Olson6 27 M Clerk $300 Norway 
Amanda Olson 23 F Sweden 
2 July 
199 764 1552 Augusta Gerthilda 35 F Widow Gottenburg, Sw. 
Fourth Ward of Boston No Date 
200 789 1582 John Grant7 45 M Mariner Stockholm, Sw. 
Isabella Grant 38 F Isle of Man 
John N. Grant 8 M Gloucester, MA* 
Margaret C. Grant 5 F Boston, MA* 
Isabella M. Grant 3 F Boston, MA 
• Attended school within the year. 
780 1582 Samuel Horace8 53 M Pump- and Boston, MA 
Blockmaker 
Elizabeth Horace 43 F Stockholm 
Samuel Horace, Jr. 22 M Clerk Boston 
George F. Horace 20 M Clerk Boston 
Mary E. Horace 14 F Boston• 
5 July 
216 854 1676 Henry Wilson 37 M Painter $200 Gotten berg 
Caroline Wilson 38 F Gotten berg 
Charles F. Wilson 15 M Boston 
John Wilson 14 M Boston 
Frank Wilson 12 M Boston 
Emma Wilson 10 F Boston 
Henry Wilson 2 M Boston 
6 July 
232 943 1806 Joannah Martin 48 F Gottenberg, England 
10 July 
260 1058 2026 Charles Bumruck 30 M Stevedore Sweden 
11 Ju(r 
266 1080 2074 Andrew Readman9 42 M Rigger Stockholm, Sw. 
Sarah Readman 30 F Sligo, Ire. 
Andrew Readman Jr. 7 M Boston r,, 
:1, 
Charles H. Re-adman 5 M Boston "' Cl. 
12 July al 5· 
282 1141 2213 Augustus Carlston 42 M Laborer Sweden r,, 
Mary Carlston 52 F Sweden C §I 
Madelia Carlston 14 F Sweden ;.: 
Charlott Carlston 11 F Sweden ('l ? 
IQ ;( IQ 
> 
-= [/) = ~ Dwelling Family Real Personal "' Q. 
Page No. No. Name Age Sex Occupation Property Property Native .;· :r 
13 July > 8 
296 1197 2320 Charles Johnson10 41 M Boarding House $5,000 $1,000 Carlscrona, Ger. !!: ;:;· 
Nancy Johnson 35 F Philadelphia "' :, 
James F. Johnson IO M Boston• C') .. 
Catherine E. Johnson 8 F Boston• :, .. 
"' Charles A. Johnson 5 M Boston 0 o:s. 
Eugenia Johnson 2 F Boston ~ 
299 1212 2341 Andrew Robersonl 1 40 M Boarding House Elsenborg, Sw. 
Bridgit Roberson 32 F Lathram, Ire. 
Charles E. Roberson 8 M Boston• 
Ellen J. Roberson 5 F Boston• 
14 July 
31 I 1259 2444 John Williams 12 53 M 
--
Sweden 
Mary Williams 55 F Ireland 
313 1261 2459 Charles Williams13 32 M Mariner $300 Sweden 
Ellen Williams 21 F Ireland 
John F. Williams 1 M Boston 
16 July 
332 1300 2521 James Johnsonl4 60 M - Sweden 
323 1305 2532 John Nelson15 29 M Mariner Sweden 
Mary Nelson 28 F Canada 
324 1307 2540 David Contello 23 M Laborer Sweden 
Catharine Contello 20 F Cork, Ire. 
John Contello I M Boston 
17 July 
335 1350 2630 Thomas Watson 28 M Mariner Sweden 
Margaret Watson 24 F Ireland 
Margaret Watson I F Boston 
342 1377 2694 Andrew Williamsl6 27 M Boarding House Gottenberg, Sw. 
Bridgett Williams 27 F Limerick, Ire. 
Anna A. Williams 4 F Boston 
Andrew B. Williams 3 M Boston 
Jonas Williams I M Limerick, Ire. 
Arthur Williams 2/ 12 M Limerick, Ire. 
Noah Berry 60 M Mariner Sweden 
342 1379 2697 John Venneberg11 26 M Mariner Sweden 
Maria Venneberg 20 F Ireland 
18 July 
349 1406 2749 Salomon Brown ix 40 M Boarding House $300 Boston 
Ellen Brown 39 F Gottenberg, Sw. 
352 1422 2766 Charles Wilson 19 28 M Clerk Stockholm, Sw. 
Elizabeth Wilson 23 F Boston 
fJJ 
:i; 
"' 1423 2770 Charles A. Willet20 37 M Carpenter Gottenberg, Sw. Q. 
"' 
., 
Mary J. Willet 30 F Birmingham, Eng. s· 
Charles C. Willet l l M Boston* fJJ C 
Mary E. Willet 7 F Boston* s' ;;: 
Thomas A. Willet 5 M Boston* I") 
21 July f 
- 380 1525 2983 Charles Brown21 34 M Boarding House $500 Charles, Sw. :: = 
-
> 
- "' 
c::, ~N 
"' Q. 
Dwelling Family Real Personal 
;;;· 
:,' 
Page No. No. Name Age Sex Occupation Property Property Native > 3 
"' :J. 
1548 3022 John Anderson22 31 M Master Mariner $1,000 Sweden 
,, 
386 .. 
= 23 July C"J 
Boarding House Sweden "' 398 1590 3118 John Kihlbom (?) 33 M = 
"' 27 F Ireland ..Ellen Kihlbom 0 
Bridget Kihlbom 2 F Boston ".!. ~ 
John R. 3/ 12 M Boston 
26 July 
403 1605 3157 James Williams 54 M Laborer Sweden 
Mary Williams 55 F Ireland 
Second Ward of Boston 
I June 
435 4 6 John Nelson23 36 M Seaman Stockholm, Sweden 
8 June 
453 100 161 John A. Lembke24 36 M Watch Maker Sweden 
Hannah Lembke 36 F Sweden 
9 June 
461 147 224 Lars Wollford25 45 M Watch Maker $1,000 Sweden 
Charlotte W ollford 41 F Sweden 
John H. Wollford 21 M Clerk Sweden 
Mary C. Wollford 19 F Sweden 
Lars H. Wollford 17 M Sweden 
Hilma Wollford 16 F Sweden 
Emma E. Wollford 14 F Sweden* 
Orfil Wollford 12 F Sweden* 
Hanna H. Wollford 8 F Mass.* 
Frances Wollford 6 M Mass.* 
-- -~--- ... ~ ,,, -
11 June 
473 212 308 John A. Lyons 35 M Cooper $50 Sweden 
Caroline Lyons 34 F Sweden 
Charles Lyons 2 M Mass. 
483 264 381 William Johnson26 30 M Rigger $500 $150 Sweden 
Jane Johnson 27 F Ireland 
486 272 410 Charles Belman 30 M Seaman $100 Sweden 
Margaret Belman 25 F Ireland 
Charles H. 5/12 M Mass. 
487 278 419 Charles Peterson21 40 M Laborer Sweden 
12 June 
491 296 451 Andrew Oman2s 27 M Laborer $25 Sweden 
Margaret Oman 23 F Nassau, Ger. 
Anne Oman I F Mass. 
23 June 
621 854 1522 Olaff Lindergreen29 34 M Upholsterer $400 Sweden 
Sophia Lindergreen 28 F Sweden 
Louisa Lindergreen 4 F Mass. 
Charles Lindergreen 4/12 M Mass. r,, ~ 
Nils P. Lindergreen3° 28 M Tinsmith $75 Sweden ,. Q. 
~ 
1523 Paul J. Olander3I 30 M Upholsterer $400 Sweden s· r,, 
Matilda 24 F Sweden 
C §I 
Charles I M Mass. ;;: 
Raul Ahlmark 45 M Laborer Sweden l"'l 
"° 25 June ~
... 624 867 1544 John Dixon32 50 M Carpenter $1,300 $300 Sweden > 
= <;; Joanna Dixon 54 F Sweden 
- V, ,:, 
.,.. ~ 
Real Personal 
.. 
Dwelling Family "" ;;· 
No. No. Name Age Sex Occupation Property Property Native 
:,-
Page > 
625 873 1559 Peter Haedmanll 38 M Rigger $100 Sweden 9 ~ 
Christina Haedman 28 F Sweden ;:;· ., 
::, 
Cl 
.. 629 887 1587 John Bunton 28 M Seaman Sweden ::, .. 
ID 
0 
OQ 
888 1590 Chritian Trobach 26 M Cabinetmaker $100 Sweden ~ 
Louisa Trobach 21 F Sweden 
Josephine Trobach 2 F Mass. 
632 902 1616 John H. Millerl4 42 M Rigger $2,000 $300 Sweden 
Mary E. Miller 33 F Conn. 
914 1620 William A. Westbergis 40 M Rigger $2,500 $350 Sweden 
Mary A. Westberg 36 F Mass. 
Mary E. Westberg 9 F Mass. 
Ann F . Westberg 4 F Mass. 
Alfred N. Westberg 7 / 12 M Mass. 
26 June 
644 943 1716 William Hall 45 M Seaman $300 England 
Sophia Hall 26 F Sweden 
28 June 
677 1095 2003 Augustus Anderson36 30 M Machinist Sweden 
Mary Anderson 28 F Sweden 
Mary Anderson 4 F Mass. 
Charles Anderson 2 M Mass. 
29 June 
696 1172 2151 Andrew Johnsonl7 43 M Rigger $1,000 $200 Sweden 
Ellen Johnson 20 F Mass. 
William Johnson 13 M Mass.* 
. -·-- --
-- .. .. .... . . 
-
J 
_, - - . r .- •' -
Albert Johnson 11 M Mass.* 
Henry Johnson 8 M Mass.* 
Anne Johnson 6 F Mass.* 
Edwin Johnson 4 M Mass. 
Harriet Johnson 2 F Mass . 
1175 2157 William HampshirelR 35 M Rigger $100 Sweden 
Mary Hampshire 40 F Ireland 
30 June 
698 1184 2175 Charles J. Brown 25 M Seaman Sweden 
Bridget Brown 32 F Ireland 
Catherine Brown I F Maine 
700 1192 2189 Andrew Riley 38 M Rigger $250 Sweden 
Penelope Riley 37 F Maine 
Samuel Riley 4 M Mass . 
Kesaiah Riley I F Mass. 
6 July 
721 Sturtevant Charles F. Cock 36 M Seaman Sweden 
House 
7 July 
733 1333 2419 Jacob Brown39 40 M Seaman Sweden (FJ ~ 
Margaret Brown 38 F Ireland "' C. 
14 July ~ 5· 
814 1747 3077 Charles F. Grundin4o 36 M Cabinetmaker $75 Sweden (FJ 
Mary Grundin 32 F Sweden C ~ 
Charles Grundin 5 M Mass.* ;;: 
Clara Grundin 3 F Mass. I") Jo 
.... :: 
= > u, 
-
rJJ 
= ::i; c:,s 
"' Q. 
Dwelling Family Real Personal i;;· ::r 
Page No. No. Name Age Sex Occupation Property Property Native > 
16 July 3 
"' 823 1795 3144 Gustave Campbell4 ' 50 M Rigger $600 $300 Sweden ::!. .., .. 
Mary Campbell 50 F Nova Scotia :, i:'l 
John L. Campbell 3 M Mass. "' :, 
"' ..
0 
826 1812 3169 Addison Plummer42 44 M Rigger $300 Sweden ... 
~: 
Susan Plummer 45 F Nova Scotia 
Mary Plummer 12 F Mass.* 
Sarah Plummer 8 F Mass.* 
Charles Plummer 5 M Mass.* 
Laura Plummer I F Mass. 
17 July 
833 1850 3225 Charles G. Watson 4J 54 M Waterman $4,000 $1,000 Sweden 
Anna Watson 45 F Sweden 
Gustavus Watson 10 M Mass.* 
Mary Watson 9 F Mass.* 
Ella Watson 6 F Mass.* 
Henry Watson 5 M Mass. 
20 July 
863 2025 3485 John Ober44 40 M Rigger $900 $500 Sweden 
Mary Ober 27 F Mass. 
Mary A. Ober 8 F Mass.* 
John Ober 6 M Mass.* 
William Ober 3 M Mass. 
23 July 
881 2142 3632 Thomas Thompson45 46 M Seaman $500 $100 Sweden 
Wilhelmina Thompson 38 F Wurttemberg, Ger. 
Wilhelmina Thompson 11 F Mass.* 
.. . ,,.- · -- , ~ ~ .- ., ,,,.. - - -• --- - ---- . ~ 
Charles Thompson 10 M Mass.* 
Christina Thompson 5 M (sic!) Mass.* 
James Thompson 2 M Mass. 
25 July 
895 Ramsford Island Carl W. Aberg 38 M Pauper Sweden 
Film Roll No. 2 
1 June 
10 30 68 John Clem bolt 50 M Cabinetmaker Sweden 
Salley Clembolt 48 F Sweden 
Frederick Clembolt 19 M Sweden 
Sally Clembolt 12 F Sweden 
13 40 100 Samuel Elliott 36 M Painter $75 Sweden 
Louisa Elliott 43 F Sweden 
Emma Colson 3 F Sweden 
15 49 118 Arie Kibbin46 35 M Coppersmith $70 Sweden 
Charlotte Kibbin 30 F Sweden 
2 June 
24 82 200 Andrew Johnson 30 M Machinist $75 Sweden 
Mary Johnson 28 F Sweden rJJ 
Sarah Johnson 11 F Mass. :l; .. Cl, 
~ 
26 86 210 Charles Nyman47 28 M Carpenter Sweden s· rJJ 
8 June C g; 
71 240 618 Charles Watkins 48 M Varnisher Sweden ;;;= 
Martha Watkins 45 F Sweden (':) 
13 June f :: 116 426 1026 Lewis Lunt 40 M Seaman $100 Sweden > 
- Susan Lunt 26 F Sweden = 
--.J 
-= QC 
(IJ 
Dwelling Family Real Personal ~ .. 
Page No. No. Name Age Sex Occupation Property Property Native Q. ;;;· 
... 
140 517 1215 Catherine Levine 35 F Dressmaker $15 Sweden > 9 
Third Ward of Boston 15 June ~ ;;· 
180 688 1543 Caleb P. Mason4s 48 M Carpenter $600 New Hamps. .. ::, 
Caroline F. Mason 21 F Domestic Sweden c:"l .. 
::, 
16 June .. .. 
186 711 1584 Charles Rylander 33 M Currier $20 Sweden 0 
"" 
Mary Ann Rylander 24 F Jreland i" 
20 June 
195 746 1651 Charles Hilstrom 29 M Pilot Sweden 
Christene Hilstrom 21 F England 
21 June 
198 757 1664 Charles A. Colson 25 M Varnisher Sweden 
205 787 1702 F.C. Strongburgh49 31 M Picture Framer Sweden 
Louisa Strongburgh 29 F Sweden 
Alfred Strongburgh 12 M Mass. 
216 840 1171 John Gazette 35 M Engineer Sweden 
221 856 1805 Jse. Che. Andre Casets0 38 M House Painter Sweden 
26 June 
264 1000 2050 William Troups1 50 M Shoes and Leather $1,000 Maine 
Catherine - 21 F Domestic Sweden 
27 June 
279 1066 2145 Joanna Becklon 44 F Sweden** 
Mary C. Becklon 12 F Sweden** 
John F. Becklon 6 M Mass.• 
**Cannot read nor write 
-- · ., ,- ---- . -- , . ~ 
-•• •-• , - ,- • r - _ ___ .., 
Fifth Ward of Boston 15 June 
378 8 9 Frederick D. Allen52 49 M Dry Goods $6,000 Mass. 
Mary L. Dahlgreen 23 F Servant Sweden 
27 June 
383 32 35 Cecilia Skeirstat 27 F Sweden 
28 June 
392 82 94 Andrew Thelander5J 28 M Journeyman Printer Sweden 
10 July 
455 312 575 Christopher Errickson 25 M Cabinetmaker Sweden 
Mary Errickson 24 F Sweden 
Frank Errickson I M Mass. 
John Errickson I M Mass. 
456 316 588 Fredrika Swanbergh54 64 F Sweden 
12 July 
472 406 711 Cornelius Rector55 27 M Cabinetmaker Sweden 
18 July 
608 953 John B. Berry56 42 M Mariner Sweden 
Hannah C. Berry 32 F Maine 
John B. Berry 8 M Mass.• 
Caroline A. Berry 3 F Mass. 
William H. Berry I M Mass. r,, ~ 
19 July ,. Q. 
514 Massachusetts Fred. W. Swanberg57 64 M Laborer (Patient) Sweden ~ s· 
General Hosp. r,, 
28 July C §I 
606 1062 1703 Charles E. Anderson 31 M Cabinetmaker Sweden ;;: 
Johana E. Anderson 30 F Sweden ("\ ? 
-
John H. Anderson 2 M Mass. 
== 
C> 
\C Ernest S.A. Anderson 7 M Sweden > 
--
Cl) 
0 t 
"' Dwelling Family Real Personal ~ 
= Page No. No. Name Age Sex Occupation Property Property Native > 
Charles Anderson 4 M Mass. El ~ 
Oscar W. Anderson 7 /12 M Mass. ;;· .. 
:s 
31 July C'.I 
41 M Coppersmith Sweden "' 620 1134 1807 Mongus Ferguson58 :s
"' 
Charlotte Ferguson 43 F Sweden ..0 
Jennie Ferguson 10 F Sweden o:s. ~ 
Ernest Ferguson 5 M Mass.• 
Isabella Ferguson 10/ 12 F Mass. 
Sixth Ward of Boston I June 
639 4 4 Amerst A. Frazer59 56 M Merchant $21,000 $9,200 Mass. 
Hannah Steinbur 32 F Servant Sweden 
9 June 
693 294 306 Benjamin Bangs60 77 M Merchant $29,500 $212,000 Mass. 
Justine Pealstrine61 28 F Servant Sweden 
15 June 
739 540 567 Charles Antrin 30 M Upholsterer Sweden 
26 June 
814 916 1109 John M. Peterson62 41 M Bookbinder $500 Sweden 
Mary J. Peterson 31 F England 
George H. Peterson 3 M Mass. 
27 June 
819 940 1150 Thomas Regne1163 56 M Jeweler Denmark 
Sophia Regnell 33 F Sweden 
Sophia Regnell 4 F Mass. 
Thomas Regnell I M Mass. 
Minnie Towle 20 F Dressmaker Sweden 
. ~- ..... ~ ---- _ __, --~ -----
- -·· - ~ _..,.• 
29 June 
841 1048 1335 Reinhold Linquest64 30 M Gilder Sweden 
Bertha Linquest 28 F Sweden 
Oscar Linquest 7 M Sweden 
Elisa Linquest 5 F Mass. 
5 July 
870 1216 1607 Joseph Loffendal65 33 M Blacksmith Sweden 
Augusta Loffendal 38 F Sweden 
873 1226 1620 Augustus Danielson66 36 M Carriage Maker $800 Sweden 
Anna Danielson 36 F Sweden 
Anna A. Danielson 8 F Sweden 
Jennie Danielson 5 F Mass. 
Augustus Danielson 3 M Mass. 
Mary Danielson I/ I 2 F Mass. 
6 July 
878 1248 1662 John Johnson67 35 M Cabinetmaker Sweden 
Elizabeth Johnson 30 F Sweden 
Ellen Johnson 4 F Mass. 
Hilma Johnson 1 / 12 M (sic!) Mass. 
7 July 
886 1296 1764 Edward Rice 34 M Cabinetmaker $200 Sweden r,, :I! 
.. 
Christin Rice 44 F Sweden ... fl 
Emma M. Rice 13 F Mass. er 
Ninlh Ward of Bos/on 2 June r,, C 
705 27 26 Cristia Alson68 23 M Clerk Norway §I 
Anne Alson 23 F Sweden ;;: l""l 
9June J' 
732 153 194 Adolph Billings69 28 M Collector Sweden a: 
Caroline Billings 23 F Sweden > 
.... 
.... 
.... 
-
-.... 00 
Dwelling Family Real Personal t ,. 
Page No. No. Name Age Sex Occupation Property Property Native Q, .;· 
=-Arthur R. Billings 3 M Mass. > 
Robert E. Billings I M Mass. a ~ 
August Billings 24 M Varnisher Sweden ;;· .. 
Charles Williams 28 M Cigar Maker Sweden :, 
"1 
14 June ,. :, ,. 
758 258 382 William Constant70 31 M Tinsmith Sweden .. Q 
Nancy Constant 23 F Baden, Ger. 1 
Frances Constant 3 F Mass. 
William Constant 2 M Mass. 
21 June 
809 530 751 Carl Asp 71 30 M Book Agent Sweden 
Margaret Asp 23 F England 
Emely L. Asp 8/12 F Mass. 
6 July 
907 980 1430 Charlotte Deane 37 F Nurse Sweden 
7 July 
919 1050 1519 Emma Lanburg 26 F Vest Maker Sweden 
John Lanburg 2 M Mass. 
11 July 
930 1114 1615 Mary Lilleq uist 72 54 F Sweden 
Charles H. Lillequist 18 M Clerk Sweden 
Mary E. Lillequist 15 F Mass. 
Eighth Ward of Boston 19 June 
386 8 16 Laura Alfreda 23 F Vest Maker Sweden 
George H. Alfreda I M New York 
20June 
390 45 78 Axel Bloornn 30 M Barber Sweden 
Jenette Bloom 31 F Sweden 
- -, , -- ~··- -- _.,. -
Julius Bloom 74 20 M Jeweler Sweden 
Alfred Nelson 22 M Cabinetmaker Sweden 
Joseph Nelson 22 M ---- Sweden 
Gustavus Holtby 34 M Carver Sweden 
22 June 
401 72 157 Martin Swenson 25 M Cigar Maker Sweden 
Benjamin Boerjesson 20 M Cigar Maker Sweden 
72 157 Gustavus Hincke75 34 M Cigar Maker $1,000 Hamburg, Ger. 
Augusta Hincke 34 F Prussia 
Julius Hincke 37 M Hamburg, Ger. 
Theressa Hincke 8 F Sweden 
Julius Hincke 6 M Sweden 
29 June 
423 164 281 John Bearing 24 M Machinist Sweden 
John Lawson 30 M Watchmaker Sweden 
5 July 
433 203 346 John Norton 76 25 M Machinist Sweden 
7 July 
492 239 399 Charles Westervelt77 25 M Varnisher Sweden 
27 July 
521 549 824 Samuel Gilbert7K 83 M Gentleman $12,000 $10,000 Mass. r,, ~ 
Elizabeth Willson 32 F Domestic Sweden E. 
9Aug. ~ 
=· 654 868 1861 William Moore79 30 M Varnisher Sweden r,, C 
Catharine Moore 29 F Ireland §l 
10 Aug. ;;: 
673 899 2011 Charles Staff 29 M Cigar Maker Sweden 
r"l 
? 
11 Aug. ::: 
... 677 909 2052 William Wilber 32 M Plumber Sweden > ... 
w 
rr, 
~ Dwelling Family Real Personal .. Q. 
- Page No. No. Name Age Sex Occupation Property Property Native ;;;· .... =-
Seventh Ward of Boston 11 July > 3 21 73 152 N. P. Sandstedt80 33 M Mechanic Sweden !!l 
Mary Sandstedt 21 F Mass. ;:;· IO :, 
Edward Sandstedt 4 M Mass. Cl 
.. 
16 July :, .. 
IO 53 237 401 John Jeffran - $140,000 $60.00 Mass. c 
.., 
Andrew Anderson8 1 30 M Servant Sweden !: 
27 July 
183 593 1550 Ths. Acklin82 30 M Porter $300.00 Sweden 
Bridgit Acklin 22 F Ireland 
Ellen Acklin I F Mass. 
184 593 1552 John Adams 40 M Mariner Sweden 
3 Aug. 
273 799 2371 John Thompson 36 M Mariner Sweden 
275 805 2392 Daniel McFarland83 33 M Mariner Sweden 
Sarah A. McFarland 25 F Mass. 
7 Aug. 
315 889 2782 John Thompson 33 M Mariner $50.00 Sweden 
Cath. Thompson 23 F Ireland 
John Thompson 7 M Mass.• 
Cath. Thompson 5 F Mass.• 
14 Aug. 
372 Sailors' House John Johnson 36 M Mariner Sweden 
Fourth Ward of Boston 5 June 
61 241 287 Mr. Anderson 36 M Tuner Sweden 
.,. .. - ---- _ ...... ___ _,,., --
·--., ·,-✓--
25 June 
109 426 494 At Milliken's 
Lovisa Herkins 18 F Dressmaker Sweden 
29June 
137 513 711 Peter AndersonB4 36 M Laborer Sweden 
Ann Anderson 35 F Ireland 
William Anderson 8 M Mass. 
6 July 
160 Wilde's Hotel William Schollin 29 M Domestic Sweden 
46 Elm Street 
7 July 
165 575 884 Lottie Ehlin85 12 F Sweden 
11 July 
171 608 921 Alex Isinbergs6 63 M Stevedore Sweden 
Tenth Ward of Boston 12 June 
66 338 422 Andrew Breer 40 M Porter $200 Sweden 
Margaret Breer 30 F Ireland 
Edward C. Breer 7 M Mass. 
Margaret J. Breer 2 F Mass. 
Geo .. H. Breer 7/12 M Mass. 
14 June 
93 478 595 O.P. Buckram 50 M Bootmaker Sweden rn 
~ 
95 489 610 Moses Clark87 57 M Grain Dealer $33,200 $25,000 Mass. Cl, !li 
Betsy Hanson 25 F Domestic Sweden s· 
rn 15 June ~ 100 507 655 Charles Andersonss 32 M Cooper $200 Sweden ;;;: 
Jane Anderson 31 F New Brunswick n 0 
Louisa Anderson 9 F Mass.• ; 
Charles Anderson 7 M Mass.• == 
- > 
-
u, Henry Anderson 3 M Mass. 
... 
... 
°' 
Dwelling Family Real Personal 00 :Ii! 
Page No. No. Name Age Sex Occupation Property Property Native .. Q, 
i;;· 
28 June ::r 
242 1012 1865 James Hammanburg89 42 M Cooper $50 Sweden > 3 
Anna Hammanburg 35 F New Brunswick .. ::!. ,, 
James A. Hammanburg 15 M Mass. .. :, 
Mary Hammanburg II F Mass. Cl .. 
Eleventh Ward of Boston 8 June :, .. .. 
14 77 78 Joseph Bellows 28 M Merchant Mass. 0 
".S. 
Hannah Sunquist 35 F Servant Sweden ~ 
Sophia Billings 32 F Servant Sweden 
34 186 226 Susannah Hall90 51 F Widow Sweden 
Susannah Hall Jr. 28 F Mass. 
Mary Hall 23 F Mass. 
Caroline Hall 20 F Mass. 
8June 
36 195 235 Erastus Sampson91 51 M Agent for Steamer Line Mass. 
Charlotte Norman 21 F Domestic Sweden 
9June 
39 217 260 John A. Johnson92 46 M Tinplate Worker $5,000 $3,000 Sweden 
Margaret Johnson 42 F New Hamp. 
Ann W. Johnson 17 F New Hamp. 
Ma,garet E. Johnson 14 F Mass.* 
Almira S. Johnson 6 F Mass.* 
Charlotte W. Johnson 4 F Mass. 
21 June 
103 596 679 Charles M. Gibson 45 M - $36,300 $55,000 Mass. 
Augusta Bateman 23 F Domestic Sweden 
_,,,.' .I 
_,, -- .,.. ,.. ·' 
---- .. • -- . - -- _ _.., , · · 
3 July 
192 1027 1323 Mary Lawson 23 F Domestic Sweden 
4 July 
194 1039 1337 John Williams 38 M Master Mariner $500 Sweden 
Mary E. Williams 35 F Mass. 
Frederic 0. Williams II M Maine 
John A. Williams 9 M Maine 
Emma A. Williams 5 F Maine 
14 Aug. 
480 2455 3572 George Miller 84 M Sweden 
Lucy Miller 79 F Maine 
Twelfth Ward of Boston 2 June 
10 65 75 Frederick Copeland 28 M Carpenter Sweden 
5 June 
28 204 225 Andrew Newland 73 M Mariner Sweden 
5 July 
326 1960 2646 Frederick Lughterhead93 27 M Blacksmith Sweden 
Sophia Lughterhead 30 F Hanover, Ger. 
Hannah Lughterhead 6 F England 
John Lughterhead 4 M England 
Louisa Lughterhead I F Mass. 
(ll 
13 July ~ 
414 2287 3394 Frederick Hanscom94 27 M Baker Sweden a. ~ 
Alicia Hanscom 26 F Nova Scotia ;· 
Herman L. Hanscom 5/ 12 M Mass. (ll 
14 July ~ 
421 2312 3453 John Finn 23 M Mariner Sweden ;;: 
Mary Finn 26 F Ireland ~b' 
Mary Finn 2/12 F Mass. =:: 
... > 
... 
-I 
... 
... 
CIC 00 
Dwelling Family Real Personal ~ .. c,. 
Page No. No. Name Age Sex Occupation Property Property Native ;;· :r 
20July > 
3 487 2607 3974 Miles Ahlberg9s 42 M Baker Sweden .. 
:I . 
Charlotte Ahlberg 38 F Sweden .., .. 
= Mathilda Hainson 19 F Servant Sweden c;'l 
21 July .. = .. 
505 2694 4128 Andrew Oman96 28 M Laborer $150 Sweden !. 0 
Margaret Oman 23 F Nassau, Ger. ".9. :a. 
Annie Oman I F Mass. 
25 July 
540 2853 4417 Nilson A. Ahlberg97 36 M Baker $1,500 $600 Sweden 
Charlotte A. Ahlberg 39 F Sweden 
30July 
607 3272 4924 John A. Osburg9s 24 M Carriage Trimmer $250 Sweden 
Mary F. Osburg99 27 F Sweden 
Albert H. Osburg 3 M Mass. 
Ralph A. Osburg 2 M Mass. 
31 July 
Asylum for the Insane 
614 3298 4949 Elizabeth Bergwahl 31 F Housekeeper (Insane) Sweden 
House of Correction 
618 3299 4950 John A. Mattison100 28 M Incarcerated for larceny Sweden 
622 William Rising 27 M Incarcerated for assault Sweden 
Suffolk Co., MA (Exclusive of Boston) North Chelsea - 28 July 
12 69 172 Charles Shylander 33 M Laborer $350 Sweden 
- -• - - ------ ------- ~·---
·-· -- - - ->-- - -- ,/ ~ 
4 June 
U.S. Marine Hospital 
8 45 54 William Miller 28 M Nurse $100 Sweden 
C.O. Leavitt 25 M Gardener $150 Sweden 
Andrew Lenson 25 M Laborer $100 Sweden 
9 William Anderson 29 M Mariner Sweden 
John Adams 37 M Mariner Sweden 
Joseph Jacobson 21 M Mariner Sweden 
Peter Brown 35 M Mariner Sweden 
16 June 
90 532 704 Frederick S. StiernfeJt101 45 M Tailor $1,000 Sweden 
Mary A. Stiernfelt 42 F New York 
25 June 
149 925 1168 Oscar Sager 24 M Tailor $150 Sweden 
26 June 
159 983 1231 Charles G. Ostroml02 52 M Umbrella Maker $450 Sweden 
Sarah Ostrom 50 F Mass. 
Sarah E. Ostrom 26 F Mass. 
Ruth A. Ostrom 24 F Mass. 
Fanny M. Ostrom 22 F Mass. 
Mary P. Ostrom 17 F Student Mass.• rn ~ 
Sophia Ostrom 12 F Mass.• .. g, 
Charles G. Ostrom 10 M Mass.• il 5· 
28 June rn 
169 1046 1307 William R. Williams10J 42 M Merchant $1,400 Sweden ~ 
Mary K. Williams 22 F Rhode Island ;;: (") 
Albertine E. Williams 3 F Rhode Island J 
Kate Williams 2 F Rhode Island ::: 
.... > .... 
SC 
... r,i N Dwelling Family Real Personal ,i: 
-= .. 
Page No. No. Name Age Sex Occupation Property Property Native c:,. ;;· 
=-
> 
1044 1305 Luther Town 59 M Wood & Coal Dealer $5,200 $2,500 Mass. 9 .. 
Caroline Anderson 23 F Servant Sweden :l. ,, 
.. 
30June = 
c:'l 191 1202 1491 John Deanl04 45 M Master Mariner $1,500 $3,600 Sweden .. 
= Helen M. Dean 28 F Maine .. .. S" 
John H. Dean 4 M Mass. '!9. !f!. 
Charles S. Dean 2 M Mass. 
William H. Dean 8/ 12 M Mass. 
7 July 
227 1414 1761 Albert Seavey 28 M Teamster $600 Maine••• 
Frederika Seavey 48 F Sweden 
228 1421 1770 Henry L. Bailey1os 43 M Shipping Master $3,000 $1,500 Sweden 
Mary E. Bailey 42 F Maine 
Henry P. Bailey 15 M Student Mass.• 
Caroline M. Bailey 9 F Mass.• 
Oscar L. Bailey 7 M Mass.• 
Emma A. Bailey 4 F Mass. 
Henrietta M. Bailey 2 F Mass. 
Anna J. Bailey 2/ 12 F Mass. 
13 July 
268 1665 2072 Charles J. Anderson J06 34 M Shoemaker $1,000 Sweden 
Charlotte C. Anderson 34 F Sweden 
Charles W. Anderson I M Mass. 
*** Married within the year. 
-N 
-
2073 Isaac F. Applequest101 34 
Clarence Applequest 34 
Fritz F. Applequest 8 
James S. Applequest 2 
283 1758 2194 Matthias Nelsonl08 38 
Ann M. Nelson 28 
John A. Nelson 9 
Charles W. Nelson 8 
Ann M. Nelson 5 
Cecelia F. Nelson 3 
M Shoemaker 
F (sic!) 
M 
M 
16 July 
M Sail maker 
F 
M 
M 
F 
F 
$1,000 
$800 Sweden 
$350 
Sweden 
Sweden 
Mass. 
Sweden 
Maine 
Maine 
Maine 
Mass. 
Mass. 
0
• Married within the year. 
Abbreviations 
BMCN= Municipal Court of Boston 
CC= U.S. Circuit Court of Boston 
DC= U.S . District Court of Boston 
ELC = Emanuel Swedish Lutheran Church of Boston 
G BP L = Passport lists of the County of Goteborg and Bohuslan 
G LA = District Archives of Goteborg 
G PK!= Journal of domestic travellers in Sweden at Goteborg Police Station 
LLA = District Archives of Lund 
OAP= Passport lists of Stockholm County 
SFP = Swedish passport journals kept at the Royal War Archives 
VLA = District Archives of Vadstena 
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Swedish American Genealogist 
Notes 
1Charles G.T. Swanberg, b. in Stockholm 30 March 1825, arr. in Charleston, SC 20 Aug. 1837 and became a U.S. 
citi zen in Boston 25 May 1855. In 1881 he res. a t 48 Hanover St. - CC. Vol. 7. No. 209; Eric Wretlind. A S wedish 
City Directory of Bos1011 1881 (Winter Park, FL 1985), pp. 38, 59. n. 368. 
'Emely Jeurling's age is obviously incorrect. She is probably identical to Emilia Charlotta Jeurling, b. in Viinersborg, 
Sweden 25 July 1832, the illegit imate dau. Hedvig Amelia Jeurling. The mother emigr. to the US 1853 and it is 
fairly certain that her dau. did likewise. In 1860 her age would have been 28, which seems 10 be more logical. -GLA . 
.1Josiah G. Lovell was a shipwright and owner of Brown and Lovell's Wharf. -Bos1011 City Direclory (BCD). 1858. 
'Erik Magnus S oderberg.journeyman tailor, b. in Tun hem Parish (Alvs.) 4 Nov. 1822. emigr. from Alvsborg /iin and 
arr. in Boston 6 Aug. 1852 in the company of his wife. Sara Lena Andersdotter. b. in Tun hem 26 June 1828. and a 
child. He became a U.S. citi1.en in Boston 22 Oct. 1858. In 1859 he had his business at 59 Clint on St., and res. at 9 
Samoset Place. • GLA ; DC, Vol. 28, No. 274; Perso11regis1er till Sta,istiska Centralb.1•rti11s i Stockholm 
}orteckningar liver emigranter 1851-1860 (AJl8); BCD 1859. 
5This entry is duplicated by also being listed in the Third Ward. The information is essentially the same except that in 
the second entry (seen. 49) the s. Alfred is given as being b. in MA. Frans Conrad Stromberg was b. in Stockholm 
24 Aug. 1821 and arr. in Boston 13 Sept. 1846. He must have returned to Sweden since on 25 Oct. 1848 he rec. pp. in 
Stockholm for travel to America but with the notation that he possessed a passport issued in New York. In 1850he 
res. in Newburyport, MA as a gilder. He became a U.S. citizen in Boston 12 Aug. 1853. In the Boston city 
directories he is listed variously as a gilder and fancy painter. - (j),'p; 7th U.S. Census (1850), MA, Vol. 7. p. 534; 
DC, Vol. 8, No. 216; BCD, 1852, 1854, 1857, 1858. 
' This entry is duplicated by being listed also in the Ninth Ward. The information, however. is not consistent. In the 
second entry the wife's name is Anna and the husband's age is not the same. 0 . Christian Olson was b. in 
Christiania (Oslo) 16 Nov. 1833 and arr. in New York 29 June I 852. He became a U.S. citizen in Boston 26 April 
1859. - DC. Vol. 32. No. 165. 
'John Grant owed allegia nce to Sweden a nd Norway when he appeared in the Boston Municipal Court 10 Sept. 1844 
to rec. his US citizenship. He was b. 15 Dec. 1814. In 1850 he res. in Gloucester, MA. where he is listed as a 
fisherman. - 7th U.S. Census (1850) , MA. Vol. II; Boston Municipal Court Naturalizations (BMCN), Vol. 32. No. 
3929. 
'Samuel Hosea (sic!) was a pump maker at 311 Commercial St. in Boston and res. at 2 Salutation St. -BCD. 1858. 
'Andrew Redman b. in Stockholm 22 Feb. 1814 arr. in Boston I Jan. 1843. He became a US citizen in Boston 21 Oct. 
1858. In 1850 he was res. in the Second Ward of the city. -DC. Vol. 28. No. 203; 7th U.S. Census(/850). MA. Vol. 
23. p. 420. 
'°C harles Johnson owned a boarding house for sailors. In 1850 he had a similar hostelry in the city's Second Ward.• 7th 
U.S. Census (1850) , MA Vol. 23, p. 285. 
' ' Andrew Robertson b. in Helsingborg, Sweden 23 July 1819, arr. in New York 2 Feb. 1843. He became a US citizen in 
Boston I June 1855. at which time he gave his occupation as a trader.• DC, Vol. 14. No. 238. 
" John Williams. b. in Galland. Sweden 2 March 1815. arr. in Boston 25 Dec. 1832. He became a US citizen in Boston 
17 March 1848. In 1850 he was res. in the Second Wa rd of the city, operating a grocery store. -DC. Vol. 2. No. 108; 
7th U.S. Census (1850), MA. Vol. 23. p. 403. 
'-'Cha rles Williams. b. in Stockholm 21 March 1826. arr. in New York 2 May 1841 . He became a US citizen in Boston 
JO Oct. 1865. ·DC.Vol. 42, No. 242. 
"James Johnson res. in the Second Ward of Boston in 1850 where he was employed as a ship keeper(?). · 71h U.S. 
Cemus (1850), MA. Vol. 23. No. 252. 
"John Nelson. b. in Trelleborg, Sweden 24 March 1831. arr. in New Orleans. LA in April 1848. He became a US citizen 
in Boston 15 June 1872. One of his witnesses was Solomon Brown (seen. 18). - DC. Vol. 64. No. 100. 
"Despite the discrepancy in the age, Andrew Williams may be identical to Andrew Williams, b. in Sweden 2 May 1825. 
who became a US citi , en in Boston I Dec. 1858. He may also be identical to the Andrew Williams. 20 yea rs old. 
who in 1850 was res. in the Second Ward .• CC, Vol. 10. No. 472; 7rh U.S. Census (1850), MA. Vol. 23, p. 275. 
17John E. Wennerberg, b. in Sweden 8 Oct. 1836. arr. in Boston 4 Sept. 1853. his occupation being a fisherman . He 
became a US citizen in Boston 13 Nov. 1866. at which time he was res. in Gloucester. MA. · DC, Vol. 43 , No. 220. 
"Solomon Brown. b. in Uddevalla. Sweden 22 Oct. 1820, arr. in New York 7 Ja n. 1836. He became a US citizen in 
Boston 11 Jan. 1851. In 1850 he and his wife were res. in the city's Second Ward.· CC , Vol. 2, No. 46; 7111 U.S. 
Cemus (1850). MA. Vol. 23. p. 384. 
" C harles Wilson. b. in Valdemarsvik. Sweden 12 May 1833, arr. in New York in May 1849. He became a US citi,.en in 
Boston 15 Feb. 1855. -DC, Vol. 13, No. 274. 
'°Charles A. Willet , carpenter, res . in the Second Ward of the city 5 Sept. 1850 with his wife and four year-olds. In 1858 
he res. at 433 Hanover St. - 71h U.S. Census (1850), MA. Vol. 23, p. 272; BCD 1858. 
11 Cha rles Brown, b. in Sweden 25 March 1826, became a US citi,.en in Boston 25 Oct. 1848. - CC, Vol. I. No. 187. 
"John Anderson. b. in Verboch ('?), Sweden 15 Oct. 1829, arr. in Boston IO March 1846 and became a US citizen there 
21 Jan. 1857. •DC.Vol. 25. No. 215. 
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"Despite the age discrepancy John Nelson may be identical to the John Nelson, coppersmith, b. in Ahus, Sweden 19 
Oct. 1829, who arr. in Boston 12 Aug. 1853 and became a US citizen in Boston 9Oct. 1860. -DC, Vol. 36, No. 69. 
"Johan Andreas Lembke, watchmaker, b. in Ystad, Sweden 14April I 824, arr. in Boston 29 Sept. !854and became a 
US citizen in Boston 21 Oct. 1859. He res. at 91 Washington St. - DC. Vol. 34, No. 135; BCD 1858. 
" Lars Erik Wohlfart, whose surname in the US became Wohlford, was b. in the Kristine Parish in Giiteborg 21 Sept. 
1815, s. Kasper Wohlfart, coppersmith, and Maria Dorthea Fernlof. He worked as a goldsmith in Vanersborg 
from 1845 to 1848. On 27 Sept. 1848 he rec. pp. in Giiteborg for travel to Denmark, Germany and America. His 
wife, Anna Charlotta Hesse, was b. 27 Feb. 1818 and rec. pp. in Goteborg8 July 1850 in ordertojoin her husband 
in the US. Their children, the three oldest b. in Giiteborg, the two youngest in Vanersborg, were- Maria Dorothea 
Charlotta, b. 29 Jan. 1841 ; Lars Hugo, b. 17 Dec. 1842; Helena Ulrika Lovisa, b. 5 July 1844; Emma Erika 
Christina, b. 31 Oct. 1845 and Alfhild Virginia Augusta, b. 12 Nov. 1847. Their oldest s., Johan Herman, b. in 
Giiteborg 9 May 1839, did not make the journey. In 1858 Lars Erik had his shop at 69 Washington St. and res. at4 
Pearl Place. - Nils William Olsson, Swedish Passenger Arril'als in U.S. Ports 1820-1850 (except New York) 
(SPAexcNY) (Stockholm and St. Paul, MN 1979), pp. 25 , 47; BCD 1858. 
" William Johnson, b. in Sweden 5 Oct. 1830, was naturalized in Boston 26 Sept. 1853. -DC, Vol. 8, No. 292. 
27Perhaps Charles A. Peterson, a calker, who res. at 63 Albion St. - BCD 1858. 
"Andrew Oman, b. in Sweden 9 Aug. 1832, arr. in Boston20 May 1849and was naturalized in Boston 14 April 1855. ln 
1858 he worked in a sugar house and res. at 4 Percival Place. (See also n. 95). - DC, Vol. 14, No. 145; BCD l 858. 
29Olof Lindegren, mariner, b. in Sweden I Jan. 1824, was naturalized in Boston 18 June 1856. -DC, Vol. 19, No. 264. 
30Nils Peter Lindegren, b. in Sweden 28 Aug. 1830, may have been a younger brother of Olof (see n. 29). He was 
naturalized in Boston 26 Oct. 1858. - DC, Vol. 29, No. 213. 
-' 'Paul J. Olander was b. in Fjalkinge Parish (Krist.) 7 Sept. 1828, s. Johan Olander, district shoemaker, and Kersti 
Palsdotter. He was listed as a journeyman saddler when he departed from Smedjehuset in Vanas, Gryt Parish 
(Krist.) 30 April 1854 for the US. He was naturalized in Boston 25 Oct. 1876 - LLA: DC, Vol. 86, No. 32. 
"John Dixon res. in the sailors'boardinghouse owned by CharlesJohnson(see No. 10) in the Second Ward of Boston 
in 1850. In 1858 he res. at 11 Cross St. - 7th U.S. Census (1850), MA, Vol. 23. p. 285; BCD 1858. 
'-'Peter Haedman is doubtless identical to Carl Peter Hedman, painter's apprentice, b. in the Cathedral Parish in 
Giiteborg 15 March 1821 , s. Peter Hedman. bookkeeper, and Anna Brita Bolin. He emigr. to the US 1847. -GLA. 
34John Henry Miller, mariner, b. in Karlshamn, Sweden I Feb. 1818. arr. in Boston in March 1835and was naturalized 
in that city 11 Oct. 1854. In 1858 he res. at 80 Lexington St. in East Boston. - DC, Vol. 12, No. 52; BCD 1858. 
-''William A. Wesberg (sic!) was listed in various Boston city directories as a mariner. -BCD, 1857-1858. 
"Augustus Anderson, a fence maker, was listed in the Boston city directories as res. at 62 Decatur St. in East Boston. 
-BCD, 1858. 
" Andrew Johnson, b. in Sweden 15 Nov. 1816, was naturalized 27 May 1846. - CC, Drawer J-523. 
38William Hampshire, rigger. res. at 108 Havre St. in East Boston. - BCD. 1858. 
"In all probability Jacob Brown, b. in Sweden 16 Sept. 1824, who arr. in Boston 12 May 1841 and became a U.S. 
citizen 27 April 1854. In 1858 he is listed as a rigger, res. at 37 Clark St. - DC, Vol. 11, No. 22; BCD 1858. 
•°Charles F. Grundin, b. in Alvsborg liin 4 March 1823, arr. in Boston 20 Oct. 1853 and was naturalized in Boston I 
Nov. 1858. His widow res. at 8 Norfolk St., Boston in 1881. - Wretlind , Swedish Directory, pp. 16, 50, n. 134. 
"Gustaf Campbell, rigger, res. at the cor. of Putnam and White Sts. in East Boston 1858. - BCD, 1858. 
"Addison Plummer, b. in Sweden 22 April 1818, was naturalized in Boston24 Oct. 1854. He res. at 39 Bennington St. 
in East Boston. - CC, Vol. 6, No. 251; BCD, 1858. 
43Charles G. Watson, waterman, res. at 80 Lexington Ave., East Boston in 1858. - BCD, 1858. 
"John Oburg(Oberg), b. in Giiteborg3 I March 1820, arr. in New York in Jan. 1840 and was naturalized in Boston 17 
Oct. 1856. - DC, Vol. 24. No. 150. 
"Thomas Thompson, seaman, res. in the First Ward of Boston in 1850 with his family. In the I 850 Census his youngs., 
Thomas, 5 months old, is listed as having been b. in Baltimore. His name is missing in 1860. - 7th U.S. Census 
(1850), MA. Vol. 23, p. 79. 
"Erik Henrik Kebbon, coppersmith, b. in Jlimshog Parish (Blek.) 6 Feb. 1824, arr. in the US from Solvesborg 1853. At 
this time he was unmarried. He then m. a woman named Charlotte who gave birth to as .. Gustaf Adolf. b. 2 Jan. 
1863. The wife must have d., for on 5 May 1865 Kebbon m. a woman named Mathilda, b. in Siilvesborg 11 Feb. 
1835. In this marriage a dau., Anna Maria Carolina, was b. 12 Feb. 1866. In 1881 heres. at 94 Bunker Hill St. On 6 
Feb. 1876 he affiliated with the Emanuel Swedish Lutheran Church in Boston but was dismissed 30 Dec. I 882. He 
was naturalized a US citizen in Boston 6 Nov. 1867. -Al 18: 164; Wretlind, Swedish Direl'/ory, pp. 23. 53, n. 212; 
CC, Vol. 26, No. 92; £LC. 
" Charles Nyman may very well be identical to Carl B. Nyman, sailor, who rec. pp. in Goteborg 18 Sept. 1849 for travel 
to America. - SFP. 
"Caleb P. Mason, carpenter, res. at 6 Osborn Place. - BCD, 1858. 
"Seen. 5. 
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>•Despite the age discrepancy Ise. Che. Andre Caset must be identical to Isidro Anders Martiniano Cas(s)at, b. in the 
Cathedral Parish in Goteborg 12 Sept. 1817, s. Bernardino Cas(s)at (of Spanish origin), a non-commissioned 
officer in the Swedish Army, and Catharina Margareta Andersson. He rec. an exit permit from his home parish to 
America 20 June 1836 and a pp. the following day. Two of his sisters. Bernhardina Aurora Fredrika Cas(s)at, b. 17 
May 1816 and Eufemia Alphonza Almanzora Cas(s)at, b. 12 Feb. 1822, had arr. in Boston 20 Nov. 1835. 
-SPAexcNY. p. 8; GLA; SFP. 
"William Troup of the firm Cragin. Page & Co., res. at 21 Chardon St. - Ibid. 
"Frederick D. Allen , the proprietor of a dry goods store, res. at 51 Billerica Ave. -BCD, 1858. 
"Andrew Thedander (sic!), b. in Sweden 22 Nov. 1830, was naturalized in Boston (no date given). In the Boston city 
directory he is listed as a fresco painter. boarding at 28 Billerica Ave .. - CC. Vol. 16, No. 587; BCD, 1858. 
"See n. 57. 
" Cornelius Rector, cabinetmaker, res . at 18 Minot St. in Boston . - BCD. 1858. 
"John Berry, b. in Sweden 28 July 1820. arr. in Boston 28 March 1848 and was naturalized there 17 Sept. 1858. In 1858 
he was listed as a private watchman . res. at 4 Kennard St. - DC, Vol. 27, No. 338; BCD, 1858. 
" There is apparently some confusion here. Fred W. Swanberg is listed as a male. A few doors away is the entry of 
Fredrika Swanberg, a female. The age is the same for each entry. Both must refer to Mrs. Fredrika Wilhelmina 
Swanberg, a widow and a midwife. who rec. pp . in Goteborg 14 Aug. 1848fortravel to the US. In 1850she was res. 
in the Seventh Ward of the city and during the 1850s she is listed regularly as a midwife. She is listed as such, res. in 
1858 at 171 Cambridge St. - 7th U.S. Census (1850). MA, Vol. 3, p. 63; BCD 1858. 
"Magnus Fagerstrom, whose name was garbled as Ferguson and Fagerston, was b. in Rogberga Parish (Jon.) 10 Sept. 
1819. His wife, Charlotta Svensson, was b. in the city of Jlinkliping4Jan. 1816. The wife's illegitimatedau .. Sophia 
Mathilda, b. in Stockholm 10 Aug. 1837 and their dau .. J enny, b. in Jonkoping 31 March 1850, accompanied the 
parents from Jonkoping to the US. They rec. pps. in Jonkoping 16 June 1851 and arr. in Boston 11 Aug. 1851. 
Fagerstrom became a US Citizen in Boston 9 Oct. 1860. In 1858 he res. at 18 Nashua St . - VLA ; DC, Vol. 36, No. 
66; BCD 1858. 
" Amherst A. Frazar & Co. were commission merchants. Mr. Frazar res. at 4 Hancock St. - BCD. 1858. 
'~Benjamin Bangs, merchant, was located at 39 Lewis Wharf in Boston and res. at 77 Mt. Vernon Ave. -BCD, 1858. 
"Justine Pearlstrine's very un-Swedish surname may be Pihlstrand. There were several Swedish immigrants in the 
mid-1850s with this name. 
62Doubtless identical to John N. (sic!) Peterson, bookbinder. who res. at 16 Southac St. in 1858. He may also be the 
John Peterson, b. in Sweden 28 July 1819, who was naturalized in Boston 7 June 1843. -BCD, 1858; BMCN, Vol. 
31 , No. 3730. 
'·'Thomas F. Regnell , goldsmith, b. in Copenhagen, Denmark 19 April 1804, came to Sweden at the age of twelve in 
1816. He arr. in New York 30Sept. 1854and was naturalized in Boston 9Oct. 1868. In 1858 he res. at 85 Cambridge 
St. - DC. Vol. 50. No. 9; BCD 1858. 
64Aaron Reynold Lundquist, b. in Sweden 21 April 1827, was naturalized in Boston 14 Nov. 1885. In a couple of city 
directories he is listed as a gilder and painter. - CC. Vol. 166, No. 81; BCD, 1857, 1858. 
"Joseph LMvendahl res. at 15 Maverick St. in East Boston 1881. He was b. in Sweden 17 March 1829 and was 
naturalized in Boston 6 Feb. 1862. - CC. Vol. 14, No. 245; Wretlind. Swedish Directory, pp. 28, 54, n. 249. 
"In all available sources Augustus Danielson is listed as Gustaf Danielson. He was a carriage maker before emigr. and 
continued this trade in Boston. He came from the city of Mariestad in Sweden 1853 with his wife and one child. He 
was b. 21 July 1824and was naturalized in Boston 13 Sept. 1872. Wretlind claims that he came fromJonkoping/iin 
and that he had three children, whose names, except for Jennie. are at variance with the 1860 Census. Wretlind 
mentions as. Emil, a dau. Olivia , m. to Svante E. Danielson and Jennie, whom. G. Smedberg. - CC, Vol. 57. No. 
136; Al 18:395; Wretlind. Swedish Directory, pp. 12, 48. n. 93. 
" John Johnson, b. in Sweden 26 Oct. 1826, was naturalized in Boston 8 July 1856. - DC, Vol. 20, No. 32. 
" Seen. 6. 
"Adolphus E. Billing, b. in Sweden 8 Oct. 1833, arr. in Boston 2 Oct. 1853 and was naturalized in Boston 6 May 1859. 
-DC., Vol. 33, No. 39. 
70William Constant, a restorator, res. in East Boston in 1858. -BCD, 1858. 
"Perhaps Carl Asp is identical to Carl Johan Asp. b. in Harnosand 1825. who became a student at the University of 
Upsala 1848 but then emigr. to the US. - Erik Modin & E.N. Soderberg, Matrike/ ofver i Upsala studerande 
norrliinningar (Stockholm 1889), p. 256. 
"Mary Lillequist was b. Maria Edberg in Uddevalla 28 Sept. 1805, dau. Anders Edberg, blacksmith, and Manha 
Pehrsdotter. After employment at the Swedish consulate in Tangier and consulate general in Cadizshe was back in 
Goteborg 1832. The following year she arr. in Boston 19 Sept. aboard Thi Ida and there m. Mathias Henriksson 
Liljeqvist, b. in Nagu Parish, Finland 13 March 1793, s. Henrik Liljeqvist. He had come to America the first time 
1830. Theirs., Carl Henrik, was b. in the Cathedral Parish in Goteborg29 April 1841, while the parents were living 
in Sweden. On 6 Sept. 1843 the Liljeqvists moved to America for good and sell led in Boston. In the city directory 
for 1858 Matthew Lillgequist, ship's carpenter, res. at 6 Auburn Place. The fact that the father is not listed in the 
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1860 census may be due to the fact that he was at sea or he may have d. -SPAexcN Y, pp. 6, 11, 91; Nils William 
Olsson, Swedish Passenger Arrivals in New York 1820-1850 (Stockholm and Chicago 1967), (SPAN Y) , pp. 56, 57; 
GLA . 
" Axel Emanuel Bloom, b. in Stockholm 27 Sept. 1829, arr. in Boston 29 Sept. 1854. He was naturalized in Boston 26 
Nov. 1869. In 1881 he was res. in Jamaica Plain, MA with his wife Anna. -DC, Vol. 56, No. 173; Wretlind,Swedish 
Directory, pp. 9, 47, n. 64. 
"Julius Rudolph Bloom, b. in Stockholm 8 Sept. 1839, arr. in New York 7 Sept. !856and was naturalized in Boston 21 
Oct. I 867. In 1881 he res. at 386 Washington St. with his wife, Josephine, and children, Henry and Anna. - DC, 
Vol. 45, No. 309; Wretlind, Swedish Directory, pp. 8, 47, n. 65. 
" Gustavus and Julius Hincke were brothers engaged in the cigar manufacturing business and res. at 37 Cambridge St. 
-BCD, 1858. 
76John Norton, a machinist, res. at I 19 Fourth St. - Ibid. 
77Charles Westervelt may be the garbled name for Charles Westerberg, who boarded at 2 Brimmer Place. - Ibid. 
" Samuel Gilbert & Sons were brokers in Boston. Samuel Gilbert res. at 83 Summers Ave. - BCD, 1858. 
" William Moore, b. in Viistervik, Sweden 28July 1829, arr. in New York 15 Oct. 1843 and was naturalized in Boston 7 
Nov. 1854. He could neither read nor write and signed his naturalization papers with his mark. - DC, Vol. 12, No. 
205. 
"Nils (Nelson) P. Sandstedt, b. in Kronoberg liin, Sweden 17 May 1835, arr. in the U.S. 6 April 1853 and was 
naturalized in Boston 21 Oct. 1867. -DC, Vol. 45, No. 306. 
" Perhaps Andrew Anderson is identical to a person by that name who res. in Chelsea, MA. He was b. in Sweden I Jan. 
1832 and was naturalized in Boston 28 Oct. 1868. - CC, Vol. 34, No. 493. 
"Thomas Acklen (Eklund?), b. in Sweden 2 Dec. 183 I, arr. in Boston 22 Oct. I 846 and was naturalized in Boston 30 
Oct. 1860. - DC. Vol. 37, No. 65. 
"Daniel McFarland, b. in Sweden 24 June 1823, was naturalized in Boston 2 Jan. 1860. - CC, Vol. 11 , No. 204. 
"Perhaps Peter Anderson is identical to Peter M. Anderson, mariner, b. in Sweden 10 March 1826, and who arr. in 
Boston 2 March 1843. He became a U.S. citizen in Boston 11 Jan. 1856. - DC. Vol. 18, No. 244. 
" The name Ehlin is unusual. A cabinetmaker named Erik Jansson Ehlin res. at 151 Cambridge St. in Boston 1858. He 
had emigr. from Stockholm 1854. Lottie may have been his dau. -BCD, 1858; Al18:15. 
" Alexander Isburg (Isberg), stevedore, is listed in various Boston city directories in the 1850s as being unmarried, 
boarding at Merchants' Hotel. 
87Moses Clark, a dealer in grain, res. at 638 Washington St. - BCD , 1858. 
" Charles A. Anderson, cooper, res. at 45 Piedmont St. - Ibid. 
"James Hammanburg is identical to Johan August Hammar berg, b. in Marie berg Parish in Goteborg I 4 June I 8 I 8, s. 
Christian Hammarberg, cooper, and his first wife, Maria Gustafsdotter Carlbom. Listed as a cooper, he arr. in 
Boston 8 Oct. 1838 and declared his intent of becoming a US citizen in 1844, receiving his citizenship papers 3 Nov. 
1847. He seems to have returned to Sweden for on 30 April 1845 he appeared before the police authorities in 
Goteborg with a pp. dated Copenhagen 27 April I 845. He returned to the US aboard the Swedish brig Superb and 
arr. in New York I I Aug. 1845. He is listed variously as a cooper and grocer in the Boston city directories. In the 
1850 Census he is also listed as a cooper, then res. in the city's Third Ward. -7th U.S. Census (1850), MA, p. 595; 
SPANY, pp. 66, 67; CC, Vol. I, No. 95; GPKI; GLA ; information courtesy Erik Wiken. 
"' Though highly unlikely because of her age at this time (84 years) she may possibly be identical to Susanna Hall, b. 
Soderstrom, later Swedish Consul in Boston and then Swedish Consul General in Philadelphia, and Susanna 
Chapman. She first m. Claes Fredrik Habicht, b. in the Cathedral Parish 16 Oct. 1764, s. Fredrik Habicht, 
supercargo, and Maria Charlotta Schildt. They had as., Carl Edward Habicht, lr.m.Goteborg 19 May 1810, and 
who later became Swedish Consul in New York. After the death of her husband in I 824, the widow rec. pp. in 
Goteborg for herself and hers. 4 June 1825 (according to SFP), 4 May 1825 (according to GBPL) for travel to 
America. Susanna Habicht m. for the second time Joseph Hall, Jr., b. in the Cathedral Parish 8 June 1787, s. 
Joseph Hall, Sr., merchant, and Anna Elisabeth Westerling. He had arr. in the U.S. 1806 after rec. pp. in his home 
city 24 Aug. I 806. In Boston he established himself as a banker and is listed in the Boston city directories in the 
1830s. In 1845 he made a visitto his home town of Goteborg, where he arr. 5 May !845, staying at the Todd Hotel. 
Wilhelm Berg claims that he d. 4 June 1845, perhaps in G6teborg. 
If Susanna Hall is identical to Susanna Siiderstrom Habicht Hall, she has grossly misrepresented her age. 
-GLA; SFP; GBPL; Wilhelm Berg Collection, manuscript in GLA; BCD, 1818, 1834-1840; information courtesy 
Erik Wiken. Stockholm. 
9 1Erastus Sampson worked for the Baltimore Shipping Office in Boston and res. at 63 Rutland St. - BCD, 1858. 
"John A. Johnson, tinsmith, res. at 2 Corey Ave. - Ibid. 
"Frederick Lughterhead is listed as Frederick Luchterpand, blacksmith, res. at 17 Norwich St. The name is scarcely 
Swedish and may be a garble. - Ibid. 
"'Frederick Hanscom may be identical to Frederick Hanson, b. in Sweden 3 April 1833, who was naturalized in Boston 
4 Nov. 1876, at which time he was res. in Medford, MA. - DC, Vol. 91, No. 70. 
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"Miles Ahlberg is Nils A. Ahlberg, b. in Sweden 24 March 1827, who arr. in Boston2 Feb. 1853 and was naturauzed m 
the city 19 Feb. 1858. His entry is duplicated a few houses away, where his name is listed as Nilson A. Ahlberg. -DC, 
Vol. 27, No. 84. 
96Andrew Oman's name is duplicated here (see n. 28). 
97See n. 95. 
98John A. Osburg is doubtless J.A. Ostburg (Ostberg?), b. in Sweden 9 Sept. 1832 and naturalized in Boston 26 Oct. 
1868. - CC, Vol. 33, No. 219. 
990sburg's wife, Mary F., must be identical to Maria Josephina Jansson, b, in Ooteborg 25 Feb, 1832, who arr. in the 
US 1851. Shem. an Ostberg IO Oct. 1855 and joined the Emanuel Swedish Lutheran Church in Boston 27 Feb. 
1874. She was dismissed from the church the first time I Oct. 1876; the second time 12 March 1877. • ELC. 
100Possibly John A. Mattison is identical to Johan Aron Mattsson, ordinary seaman, 23 years old, from T!il!i Parish 
(Hall.) who deserted his ship, the schooner Gorha from OOteborg in New York 29 Sept. 1847. - GLA. 
101Fredrik August Stiernefelt, b. in the Svea Artillery Regiment's Parish in Stockholm 8 Nov. 1818, s. Conrad Fredrik 
Stiernefelt, major, and Sophia Lovisa Hellman. He rec. pp. in Stockholm 13 July 1832 and again 26 April 1837. He 
returned to the US l842and was naturalized inBoston24 Aug. 1856. -SP ANY, pp. 22, 23,43;DC, Vol. 25, No. 48. 
'°'Charles Ostrom, b. in Sweden 7 Feb. 1808, was naturalized in Boston6Nov. 1840, In the !850Census he is listed as 
an ivory turner and res. in the Twelfth Ward of the city. -BMCN, Vol. 28, No. 2591; 7th U.S. Census(J850), MA, 
microfilm roll No. 339. 
'"Possibly William R. Williams, res. of Chelsea, MA, b. in Sweden 28 March 1815 and naturalized in Boston 2 Sept. 
1861. -Superior Criminal Court of Suffolk Co. Na1urolizalions , Vol. 2, No. 70. 
104John Dean, b. in Ooteborg6 Nov. 1816, arr. in Boston in Nov. 1829 and was naturalized in Boston 3 Nov. 1853. He 
may also be identical to a John Dean, merchant, 19 years old, who arr. in New York 28 Aug, 1835 aboard the 
schooner William and Mory from St. Barthelemy. - SPANY, p. 16; DC, Vol. 9, No. IO. 
'°'Henry Lawrence Bailey, b. in Harnosand, Sweden 17 Sept. 1816, arr. in New Orleans 17 March 1837. He became a 
U.S. citizen in Boston 10 Jan. 1845. He is doubtless identical to Lars Ericsson, later Lars Stenlund. b. in Sabra 
Parish (Vn.) on the same date as Bailey. Sabra is a parish bordering Hamosand. Stenlund's father was Eric 
Larsson, a crofter (rorpare) res. in Ramsas in Sabra, and his wife Brita Jansdotter. The records of Hiirnosand 
Sjomanshus (Harnosand 's Hiring Hall), show that Lars Stenlund departed for the western seas 30 July 1836 
aboard the vessel SI. Olof. When his father died in 1844 an estate inventory was held 21 May 1844 which states that 
Lars Stenlund was one of the heirs. - DC, Vol. B3, No. 44: information courtesy Thord Bylund, H!lrnOsand. 
Hi<Possibly identical to Charles J. Anderson, b. in Sweden 20 June I 828 who was naturalized in Boston 15 Oct. 1884, at 
which time he was res. in Malden, MA. - CC, Vol. 162, No. 129. 
1071saac Applequist, b. in Sweden 19 March 1825, was naturalized in Boston 16 Oct. 1888, at which time he was res. in 
Charlestown, MA. - CC, Vol. 191, No. 4. 
'"Matthias Nelson, sailmaker, b. in Sweden I Dec. 1822, arr. in New York 17 Dec. 1844 and was naturalized in Boston 
4 May 1859, at which time he was res. in Chelsea, MA. - DC, Vol. 32, No. 310. 
Photo, Courtesy 
Library of Congress 
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From Gleason's Plctorial Drawlng~Room Companion, 
Boston, Msss., July 26, 1851 
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